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trainer will be more quickly sat-
isfied or impressed by his dog’s 
performance in the hunting 
field than the owner of one of 
the pointing breeds. Generally, 
trainers of spaniels and retriev-
ers satisfy more owners because 
the hunting styles of the dogs 
they work with more read-
ily lend themselves to training 
techniques that don’t require 
much in the way of grounds 
and game.

This, however, also entails 
some risk of dissatisfaction 
when the owner of a spaniel 
or retriever, wants good per-
formance producing shots on 
game within gun range as well 
as recovering what’s been shot. 
Many spaniel and retriever 
trainers, long on dog training 
technique, know very little 
of actual hunting; they don’t 

find time to 
hunt because 
they devote 
all their time 
to  training 
formalities in 
order to meet 
field trial re-
quirements. 
Pro-trainers 
w h o  h u n t 
extensively 
with their re-
trievers and 
spaniels are 
r a re .  M o s t 
flushing dogs 
will, however, 
adapt read-
i ly  enough 
to hunting to 
satisfy a ca-
sual hunter 
w i t h  o n l y 

limited experience. But the seri-
ous upland bird hunter should 
seek a trainer who hunts and 
knows the difference between 
developing a hunting retriever 
or spaniel and programing a 
non‑slip waterfowl retriever, or 
a spaniel with a pattern‑perfect 
quartering beat in uniform 
cover.

Regarding the gun dog 
breeds that point their game 
with the exception of owners 
who follow bird dogs on horse-
back hunts or “jeep‑hunt” in 
big country, the “covey‑dog” 
kind of hunting canine (often 
characterized as “one of those 
big‑going field trial dogs”) is an 
anathema for most hunters.

But because his preference 
is for a more laid back, closer 

ranging, “singles‑dog” type, 
the “average hunter” who 
seeks the help of a pro‑trainer 
is between a rock and a hard 
place. There is virtually no 
chance that a trainer of any-
thing from a “meat dog” to an 
on‑foot “gentleman’s shooting 
dog” will give that dog much 
exposure to wild game during 
training.

 So a hunter who wants his 
gun dog familiarized with wild 
game and its reactions to a gun 
dog in a natural setting must 
send the dog out to be trained 
in a style he doesn’t understand 
or appreciate,  by men who 
may neglect any one-shot gun 
dogs that fill out their training 
strings. Trainers willing to trav-
el to find wild game favor of 
the prestigious field trial com-
petitors belonging to devoted 
owners who are year-around, 
repeat customers.

 Those trainers of field trial 
dogs can’t be faulted for know-
ing who butters their bread. 
In fact, the hunter who sends 
a dog “to the prairies” during 
the summer months is being 
subsidized by the owners of the 
competitive dogs; those dogs 
which gain fame and fortune 
in simulated hunts, the major  
field trials which evaluate the 
breeding stock that produces 
not only champions but dogs 
that do the best jobs for hard 
hunting upland gunners. With-
out field trialers footing the bill, 
there’d be no hauling bird dogs 
thousands of miles in order to 
condition them to the rigors of 
hard hunting in natural cover 


